BECOME A WORLD-CLASS LEADER

On the Job Leadership Ideas
Teamsmith is the only on-the-job learning platform that saves time, trains managers
to be more eﬀective and helps them build a high-performing teams.

What’s it take to be a
top-performing leader?

We deliver on-the-job professional development with a few curated, actionable tasks
each week. Our pragmatic learning experience engages managers in practices that
improve communication, fire up employees, clarify strategies, and more. The system
features training, templates and tools that are easy to put into practice every day.
Founded by successful CEOs and designed for aspiring leaders, Teamsmith is backed
by a panel of over 100 top executives and leaders. The goal is to learn the most
eﬀective leadership and management techniques over time.
Teamsmith slips into a manager's everyday workflow via email, calendar, and
mobile-ready apps.

56% of Top Leaders say,
“Focus on the Transition.”

DO > MANAGE > LEAD

“

Train people well enough so they can leave,
treat them well enough so they don't want to.
―
Richard Branson, Founder, Virgin Group
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ENTERPRISE

Contact Us
Annual corporate billing,
volume pricing available
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8 Things Top Leaders Do Instinctively
Teamsmith continuously builds new guided learning opportunities and accompanying interactive templates,
tools, and applications to help our members put the best leadership techniques to use every day.
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No other platform engages managers on a learn-by-doing journey that makes them better leaders
with just minutes commited per day.
For more information, visit https://teamsmith.co/
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